
Mavic 3 Pro Circular Polarizer CPL Filter Ref: 6972971862045
Mavic 3 Pro Circular Polarizer CPL Filter

Freewell CPL filter for DJI Mavic 3 Pro / DJI Mavic 3 Pro Cine
Freewell  filter  designed specifically  for  DJI  Mavic  3  Pro  /  DJI  Mavic  3  Pro  Cine  models.  CPL  (Circular  Polarizing  Filter)  optical  filters  are
characterized  by  the  fact  that  they  reduce  glare,  improve  color  saturation  and  contrast,  and  increase  the  depth  of  field.  They  are
particularly  useful  in  landscape  photography,  where  glare  on  water,  leaves,  or  windows  is  common.  The  filter  is  distinguished  by  its
high-quality workmanship and has passed a number of tests to confirm its safety for your devices. You will also find a case for the filter in
the set.
 
Take care of the high quality of your photos
This circular polarizing filter is designed to reduce reflected light from various surfaces while ensuring color neutrality. The lightweight
CPL filter is coated with a special coating that ensures optimal image quality. Your photos can gain even more depth and will  impress
with natural, clear images!
 
GimbalSafe technology
Freewell is committed to high quality workmanship and subjects its products to rigorous testing, so you can rest assured that your drone
will be safe. Each filter features an ultra-lightweight frame that won't weigh down your device or affect its balance.
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Protective coating
For the best results  when shooting outdoors,  the filter  has gained a special  coating,  making it  dustproof  and scratch-resistant.  What's
more, the oleophobic coating prevents greasy stains and fingerprints, so keeping the filter clean won't be a problem. You'll  also find a
case included for easy storage of the filter.
 
Manufacturer
Freewell
Model
FW-M3P-CPL
Compatibility
DJI Mavic 3 Pro / DJI Mavic 3 Pro Cine
Filter type
CPL
Optical coatings
Dustproof, scratch resistant, oil resistant

Preço:

Antes: € 29.9997

Agora: € 25.50
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